
 

Chapter 3: Arrangement of FEMTOCELL 

3.1 Introduction 

 The main purpose of FEMTOCELL arrangement in cellular wire-less network is to 

provide signal coverage to each corner of house or office environment. But the problem is 

placing of FEMTOCELL in cellular region without creating interference of voice calls 

between the FEMTO and macro cell region is objective of chapter 3. Here we are 

calculating RSRP value based on this arrangement of FEMTOCELL will be done. After 

arrangement of FEMTOCELL coverage of signal will be improved in MACROCELL. 

Indoor people data traffic will be improved along with voice data rate [18]. By considering 

on day to day increase of wireless mechanism in mobile device usage in present 

methodology of free space channel allocation is very important. Allocation of free space 

of channel for user without call drop or call break is very need for good communication 

system. But all technologies used for communication are very poor with signal coverage.  

 

Figure 3.1: Traffic allocation in network 

 In Figure 3.1 representation of traffic usage for every year is represented and it is 

measured in Tb/S it is observed that traffic is increased year to year. Spectrum allocation 



 

demand was increased based on huge demand [19]. Along with this signal propagation in 

indoor like leaving places or office environment due to penetration of signal the strength 

of signal will be decreased so the end user will not get good QoE. To increase signal 

coverage in cell region which is under control of Base Station (BS) which is available in 

cell region. Now present arrangement demands for good communication, to achieve this 

BS signal strength if it is increased then radiation problems will come due to this survival 

of leaving things will be affected [20].  

 

3.2 Related work about arrangement of FEMTOCELL 

In figure 3.2 location of an apartment how users in home are going to access the 

outdoor location i.e. macro cell signal coverage to the users. User1, user2 and user3 are in 

home and these people are able to access the signal, but out of these users user2 is not 

getting good strength signal. This will be decided by calculating RSRP values. In the same 

house different signal strength under same cell region this is because penetration of signal 

in leaving area. Now to provide good communication to user2 a small base station is 

arranged called as FEMTO this will take care about signal coverage for user under the edge 

of house as shown in figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2: FEMTOCELL arrangement layout 

 



 

 FEMTOCELL will get signal coverage from by connecting to BS with the digital 

subscriber line and it will provide signal coverage up to 30 mt to 50 mt. Service can be 

taken from internet service provider. With the boosters or any other access points reuse of 

original available spectrum is not possible but with the small antenna called FEMTO reuse 

of primary allocated channel can be given to users, and it is done by cognitive knowledge. 

Here cognitive knowledge process can be applied in communication of micro macro cell 

regions; with this the spectrum usage will be increased. With the arrangement of FCELL 

differences between fixed network or mobile network will be done to zero level 

differences, here FEMTO having DSL to connect to internet and mobile wireless methods 

network is having the coverage from BS. Now both set together will give good 

communication and BS will generate very less radiation signals which lead to GREEN 

networking. With this user exposing to X100 waves will be reduced due to this radiation 

issues caused with this ray will be removed [21].   

 

Figure 3.3: General cellular representation Vs 4G communication after having 

FEMTOCELL. 

 

In figure 3.3 representation of cellular network having BS in each hexagonal shape 

which can be covered entire region of location. But due to concreate structures in 

geographical obstacles signal propagation is not done properly, to avoid this FEMTOCELL 

is arranged. After arranging these small antennae in FEMTOS cell structure will be 

changed is shown in above right-side part of figure 3.3.  



 

After these changes network will have some technical, non-technical and 

geographical location problems are shown in below. 

• Co-channel interference between cell regions 

• Maintaining the information of Base Station by cell region 

• Best handover methods for user switching between cell regions 

 

3.3 Problem formulation 

 Based on above all issues one solution was given it is tested in all type of 

environments like busy state of network where channels are occupied, free state and 

moderate state of cell network. Without scientific approach if FEM cells like BS are placed 

then the co-channel interference problem will be occurred this random placement of these 

devices will be removed by the bias approach in cell regions [22].  

 

Figure 3.4: channel usage between macro station vs FEMTO access point 

 In mentioned models in figure 3.4 it is shown pictorially the usage of free spectrum 

with channel access possibility. In part figure 3.4(a) the usage of spectrum happened 

parallel without interference, whenever the number of users increased day to day then co 

channel interference occurs between macro cell and PICO regions. Arrangement of these 



 

regions if you do with RSRP value calculation then interference problem will be solved. 

Before that the FEMTO cell are not arranged so cognitive principles are applied to avoid 

channel allocation process [23].  Having more cognitive principles also creates problem for 

choice of channel to user. Primary user should not be disturbed with secondary user in 

channel allocation for this cognitive rule maintenance is difficult at MSC place. The new 

rules for femto dependent user and base station user are defined as channel access will be 

done with OFDMA method which can be done orthogonal channel allocation leads to best 

channel allocation and usage of spectrum will be increased. And RSRP value of UE will 

be calculated periodically to tell the signal level with respect to base station of current 

location. If having poor RSRP value recommendation of FEMTOCELL will be done in 

that specified region. All cell region antennas will be under control of MSC switching 

center.  

 

3.3.1 RSRP value calculation 

 In this focus is on RSRP value calculation as it is mentioned in problem statement 

or formulation main thing is providing good quality of service is main target by arranging 

FEMTO regions. Wherever less RSRP values are noticed there we are placing PICO model 

small antenna called FEMTOCELL which are connected to BS with digital subscriber line 

based on user demand in quality of service. In this study the entire cell region or FEMTO 

regions of cell will be partitioned into sectors based on signal strength based on available 

radios of cell regions with cell edge signal coverage situations. Final achievement is 

universal usage of spectrum to be increased and a greater number of users to be survived.  

 To understand the cell region, we will take few assumption conditions to analyze 

present condition of network. These assumptions will be done with geographical 

representation of cell regions which is in hexagonal shape with radius Rm. In this 

arrangement of FEMTOCELLs will be done to increase signal quality and to reduce load 

on cellular network [24]. Femtocell count will be depending on base station signal coverage 

and requirement of users as F1, F2, F3…. etc. 

 

----------------------------------(6) 



 

In formula (6) calculation of noise value by having  

Gvar(i)=max(path loss, nominal coupling value)----------------------(7) 

P indicating the loss occurs due to the distance between antennas as BS and 

FEMTO region antennas to the user device. Availability of free channel positions in 

spectrum will be taken decision based on spectral density in a particular time and it will be 

stored or represented in N. once noise values are identified and stored based on positions 

of UE then the using channel signal strength can be measured which is proportionate to 

noise measured value.  

Parameters considered in calculating the RSRP value, measuring efficiency of 

spectrum are. 

 

Table 3.1: parameter values assumed to calculate RSRP value. 

 These parameters mentioned above as in values are used for to estimate the 

arrangement of FEMTO cell in cell region by calculating the RSRP. If cell regions are 

increased, then the same method can be applied with repeated method or self-calling 



 

approach. Formula to calculate signal strength value is RSRQ=(N*RSRP)/RSSI with this 

we can evaluate UE receiving value in different location.  

 

3.3.2 Signal strength based on RSRP. 

 In this session signal strength will be represented with general network principles 

used for entire communication in cellular network. Table 3.2 indicating the signal strength 

values by considering the RSRP with signal strips. If more strips mean having good signal 

for communication. While calculating these values the radios of macro cell and femto cell 

can be represented as Rm, Rf as shown in table 3.1. Remaining values considers as per the 

experimental step up or program methods used for implementation. While communication 

under process the noise measured indicated value will be taken as nominal values which 

can be useful for signal quality estimation based on threshold value. 

RSRP (dBm) Bars 

≤ -115  

-105 to -114  

-95 to -104  

>-95  

 

                Table 3.2: Signal strength representation based on RSRP. 

 

If the signal strength is less which can be decided based on table 3.2 signal coverage 

will be analyzed and the arrangement of small BS like FEMTO will be done with that 

signal coverage will be increased but the new problem which is very nominal called as 

interference problem may be raised [25].  



 

 

Figure 3.5: Arrangement of FEMTOCELL in cellular network. 

 

 Figure 3.5 indicating the arrangement of cellular regions with all present scenarios. 

In this scenario the positions of cell regions the signal is used then interference is occurring 

even though by achieving good signal coverage.  

 

With the above calculation received signal strength of femto user will be calculated 

the origin value considered as (0,0). From that location position of each cell region will be 

measured and the distance values will be placed a major role on calculating the strength of 

each device strength. The calculated value will be maintained at all cell data set feature 

handoff references.  



 

Here based on signal strength channel allocation will be done in three ways [26], 

which will be represented as: 

1. Full mutual understanding between macro and FEMTO 

2. Partial understanding between macro and FEMTO 

3. Orthogonal channel allocation policy between macro and FEMTO 

While we have two cell regions then user will get signal coverage form major cell 

regions it will get covered by MACRO region and the cell region which is considered as 

secondary coverage. The regions can be arranged in such way to get good quality of service 

but channel allocation without interference to be removed. As mentioned above channel 

allocation process the allocation 1 done with mutual understanding of both regions macro 

which is big coverage area and small region which is covered by FEMTO by having the 

centralized data storage place as set format in FEMTO Resource Arrangement (FRA) 

values. With arrangement of different network cell regions, the same coordination 

maintenance is need slot of time so next level of communication allocation 2 is done with 

partial understanding but it is creating call hold and call drops will be increased. Best 

solution is arrangement of channel allocation should be orthogonal this process will lead 

to usage of channel by both regions with 90 degrees channel process will not provide 

interference. On same cognitive principles are applied to make use of channel more 

affectively.  

 

3.4 FEMTOCELL arrangement 

 

 With the micro cell arrangement in cellular network will increase the highest gains 

like usage of channels based on frequency ranges as mentioned band width used, 

scalability of network and capacity of network providing signal quality with coverage at 

cell edge will be increased.  



 

 

Figure 3.6: Micro cell advantages with capacity values. 

 

 In figure 3.6 it is showing three parameters increase in wireless technology 

improvement with microcell communication. It is triangle calculation measurement to 

show set of values which indicating the better capacity values. Primary user channel 

allocation process to be mentioned with cognitive process of communication even though 

secondary user using channel allocation process to 5X.  In the same process call drops at 

edges of cellular region are reduced in 2X. the calculated value as result, the number of 

devices accommodated in specified network will be increased by the point of 18X [27]. In 

this session arrangement of FETO will be decided based on RSRP value calculated in 

introduction part. And time to time based on table 3.2 data signal strength will be 

measured and informed to BS. BS will take decision like switching of device used by 

person can be done easily to the next region or not will be finalized based on threshold 

value kept to each cell region and availability of frequency ranges called channels in cell 

region.  

 

 

 

 



 

3.4.1 Arrangement of FEMTOCELL based on RSRP. 

 Placing small cell antennas which are called FEMTOCELL in the cell region is we 

taken as objective1 which we decided based on RSRP value which will be calculated at 

UE and reflected to BS. Calculation can be done by having following steps [28]. 

a.  Measuring equipment like scanner fixed to UE. 

b. Storing calculated data in data set. 

c. Finding position of user with the geographical location. 

d.Doing refinements on calculated data base on current cell capacity. 

 

Measuring equipment like scanner fixed to UE: 

 In this situation of network levels at user location one scanner we placed which is 

working as one antenna at user device which is always scanning the visitor location data 

and free channel availability in the cell region. If the user is failed to get free channel, then 

cognitive principle will be applied, or barrowing concept applied. Still calculated values of 

received signal at cell edge are less than network need other cell region which is working 

as same cell region but establishing that much large-scale base station is difficult so small 

station called FEMTO will be recommended. 

 

Storing calculated data in data set: 

 The data values obtained will be stored in data set, while fetching values after placing 

the small cell S into cell region. After placing small cell the through put of the network 

must be high and not at any point indication to not be less but if we arrange this FEMTO 

in proper place and then by put will be increased. To do this we applied the GREEDY 

approach for arrangement of small cell called the FEMTOCELL. Following are the steps 

to place FEMTO which is represented as F. 

Step1: Initially calculate the sell region through put that is represented as T. This is 

calculated without the small cell in the macro region. Take this value as the achievable 

value as best case. 

Step2: Now take the small FEMTO regions f1,f2,f3……..fn place these in random places 

and calculate the through put in regular intervals and repeat the same procedure until all 

iterations to be completed.  



 

Step3: Arrange all the feasible solutions which are above to step1 outcome value, among 

these choose best by having GREEDY method. 

Step4: Executing it same for all positions and mapping with the RSRP value to keep the 

call being under the connection, without call drop. And find the relevant geographical 

locations by using GPS mentioned in figure 3.7.  

 

Figure 3.7: Geographical location of UE. 

 

Finding position of user with the geographical location: 

 Important point in communication system is finding user location on earth, it can help 

to toggle the to any one base station where the machine. While doing call establishment 

the strength of signal by having the measurement procedure. Location finding having 

major values as longitude and latitude measurements. These values will be stored in visitor 

registered which is mentioned as VLR at each cellular region. It is having tracking of all 

users moving from macro region to FEMTO region and vice versa.   

 

Doing refinements on calculated data base on current cell capacity: 

 With all these calculated values structure of entire cell region after arrangement of 

small cells to be represented in figure 3.8. Which is displaying the entire architecture or 



 

layout of cellular region. Even it is proved in through put parameters like they are giving 

best results, some refinements can be done which can increase system scalability. Here 

few wire-less access points can be placed with the optimal technique algorithms which 

can be worked like finding all possible solutions called as feasible and obtaining the 

optimal solution in terms of signal RSRP value.  

 

 

Figure 3.8: Cell arrangement with FEMTO cells. 

 

3.4.2 UE construction restrictions to FEMTOCELL 

 Focus to be like arrangement of femto cell regions that are extremely small in 

coverage, but the other end after arrangement how many user devices can be linked to the 

small cell region and for how long can be served. Now the few restrictions are applied to 

user while connecting to cell network [30]. 

Following are the restrictions for users: 

• Maximum users can be connected are 8 to 16. 

• Due to virtual data set present in the micro cell the self-organization and resolving 

problems will be done by the micro cell. Femtocell having self-healing method. 



 

• Wrong going method of change of users to be taken care very carefully with proper 

fault consideration methods. 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Blemish method to identify the user moving flow mistake. 

 

 In this figure 3.9 mistakes in data flow will be identified with the blemish model to 

find faults in user chosen cell regions. The main flow is user sensing information given to 

simulation device by having the all key point indication value like KP1,KP2,KP3….KPn. 

These values will be refined with FUZZY method which is finding the best results in 

process of finding the next cell to be used for serving cell. These key values will be varied 

depends on network usage by point to point. With this model whatever the restrictions on 

small cell regions can be overcome. 



 

In figure 3.10 after having blemish model the spectrum usage will be increases by 

arranging small FB. The UFR approach will not give best usage based on number of users. 

The small FB approach is going to give best results even the more switching operations 

between the cell regions.  

 

Figure 3.10: Usage of allocated frequency with cluster FEMTO mode 

 

--------------------------(8) 

Formula 8 is determining the received power value depending on the transmitted 

power from user and the received power of femto region with rate of change in power 

located with an alpha. The coordinate x-axis in representing the number of FBs that are in 

the increasing series which may affect the average usage of spectrum usage with the 

experimental results. With this the final goal increasing the capacity of cellular region was 



 

increased. This approach is splitting the coverage jones to small part and the final coverage 

will be enhanced.  

 

Figure 3.11: Home and outside home parameter value representations. 

 

 In this figure 3.11 user conduct and the network representations are mentioned. 

These values are considered in measuring data rate is required more in home locations and 

it is the request is very less in outside of home. Noise values at home are very less and 

outside home are more. Instead of maintaining separate cell regions for all same cell 

regions are arranged in general methods. To fill full these needs in home small cells called 

FEMTO are arranged, and the problems are solved. 

 

3.4.3 Spectrum allocation strategies 

 In this method the spectrum utilization to be increased so that customer will get 

more benefit in the usage of spectrum [31]. To achieve this need concentration on spectrum 

allocation along with the arrangement of small FEMTOCELL in cell regions. Following 

are the different spectrum allocation strategies: 

• committed allocation. 

• Mutual shared allocation. 

• Mixed mode allocation. 

 

 



 

Committed allocation: 

 In this allocation method cell region is having committed spectrum range for that 

usage of communication here the splitting or multiplexing will happen on frequency model 

not on the time split. Because the dedicated spectrum can be used it gives best results when 

ever the number of users very less [32]. In figure 3.12 we represented all types of spectrum 

allocation methods.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Different spectrum allocation methods. 

 

Mutual shared allocation: 

 In this approach some barrow mechanisms for distribution channels will be done 

between cell regions. Each region is having some fixed allocation of the channels if they 

are fully occupied then the main cell region will get channel from the next cell region with 



 

the barrow method. In this approach when even the browed channel is required by the 

primary cell region then the channel to be vacated, while in this process the allocation to 

be done to the new user who need channel allocation. This process of channel allocation 

needs some time. 

 

Mixed mode allocation: 

 In this mixed mode allocation, it will take both the above methods are used while 

allocating the channel to the user. Depends on the position of network and user, the 

spectrum allocation methods will be decided.  

 

3.5 Results and discussion 

3.5.1 Performance metrics:  

 After arrangement of FEMTOCELL the main increasing parameters are 

network capacity, through put value and service to user.  

 

Figure 3.13: Network device loss w.r.t. increase in FBs. 

 



 

In figure 3.13 it is shown that by increasing the number of FEMTOS the network 

problem like device usage is increased with that depending on other network device is 

reduced. 

 

Figure 3.14: small cell density vs network throughput  

 

Figure 3.15: System capacity with FEMTOCELL 
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In figure 3.14 it is shown as result with the rise in the density of small network the 

average UE capacity is increased. The noise value is also very negligible value. 

In final system analysis figure 3.15 having different series of time intervals the 

capacity of overall system is measured and the system capacity in Mbps is measured, and 

this value is high in all series positions with FEMTO regions.  

 

3.6 Conclusion: 

 The conclusion of the entire chapter is that, without femtocell arrangement the 

macro cell region is treating the entire geographical area in same position. But the home 

needs data rates are different with the outside regions it is shown in figure 3.11. To full fill 

the user is required with high data rate at home or in the office environment and providing 

good signal coverage the FEMTOCELLS are arranged in proper places by measuring all 

possible RSRP values and regarded as the best position of FEMTO which is such as small 

base station.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


